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Convective Air Flow in a Heated Column
1 Introduction

The objective of this example is to demonstrate that TEMP/W can be used to model convective cells of 
air movement driven only by temperature gradients. TEMP/W will compute air temperatures in a closed 
box based on thermally dependent density driven air flow. The warming air rises and the cooling air 
descends. Inside a closed volume, this will result in circular air movement patterns. The processes are 
coupled and solve simultaneously. SEEP/W with the AIR/W solves for air flow, air pressure and density, 
while TEMP/W computes convective heat transfer due to flowing air.

2 Feature highlights

GeoStudio feature highlights include:

 Coupled thermal driven density dependent air flow

 Comparison with published examples.

3 Geometry and boundary conditions

This example comprises a cylindrical column that is 0.75m high by 2m in diameter (Figure 1).  It is 
modeled an axisymmetric view. Sketch lines are added to the figure to provide a sense of the model 
geometry. In this axisymmetric view model, only 1 radian thickness is considered, so the model is in 
effect a “pie” shape as shown.
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Figure 1 - Axisymmetric view of column

There are four analyses in the example file. Two of these establish the initial thermal and pressure (air and 
water) conditions, and two are the coupled thermal–pressure transient analyses.
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The boundary conditions for the initial temperature file are a temperature of 13 Celsius applied to all 
nodes in the box (Figure 2; left). The initial water pressure head is set to -1000m and applied to all nodes 
as shown in the middle image. The -1000m is used to ensure that, based on the water content function for 
the material, the water content is fixed at a very low value, which in turn maximizes the air content. The 
right image below shows an atmospheric Pa = 0 condition applied to the entire model for initial air 
pressures. 

Figure 2 - Initial condition boundary conditions for TEMP/W, SEEP/W and AIR/W analyses

The water transfer boundary conditions for the transient SEEP/W analysis are the same as shown above 
for the hydraulic case (pressure head = -1000m at all locations). The thermal and air pressure conditions 
are different. The air pressure boundary condition is removed from the transient model, so that no air flow 
is allowed to leave the model boundaries. The air temperature boundary conditions are such that the top 
boundary is fixed at 13 degrees and the bottom is set at a much warmer value of 41.5 degrees. The model 
is allowed to run for 10 days (Figure 3).

Figure 3 - Transient thermal boundary conditions (13 C top, 41.5 C base)

4 Material properties

The material properties used in this example are based on those used by Goering and Knudsen (full 
reference not known) in a paper titled Convective Heat Transfer in Railway Embankment Ballast.  Since 
this example includes solving the thermal, seepage and air flow equations at the same time, it is necessary 
to set up material properties for all three equations. There are different options for material models, 
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depending on the complexity of the analysis. In this case, with full thermal coupling of air/water/heat, it is 
better to use the Saturated / Unsaturated SEEP/W with AIR/W model. This requires that a water content 
function, hydraulic conductivity function and air conductivity function be defined (Figure 4).  Recall that 
the hydraulic boundary condition is set to -1000m. This corresponds to a pore-pressure of -10,000 kPa 
and a volumetric water content of nearly zero (middle figure).  If the water content is fixed at almost zero, 
then the area above the line is the air content, which is almost 100%.
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Figure 4 - Material functions

The thermal functions are intentionally set to use the simplified thermal model, because there is no release 
of latent heat in a non-freezing example, and since the water content is fixed by the hydraulic pressure 
boundary conditions, there will be no change in water content, and so no change in thermal properties.

Figure 5 - Simplified thermal model properties

5 Results and Discussion

Goering and Knudsen present results of numerical and physical experiments, which demonstrate that 
cooling from induces convective air cells that significantly increase heat loss. This phenomenon is quite 
common in cold climates where coarse materials are used in construction, such as railway embankments 
and mine waste rock piles. 

Goering and Knudsen carried out their physical experiments in a 3 dimensional box, as opposed to a 
cylinder. Their numerical results differ slightly as the “box” has very different behavior in the corners and 
middle sections. The advantage of modeling a cylinder is that the induced air flow pattern is the same 
regardless of the cross section considered. The purpose of this example is not to show exact matches with 
Goering and Knudsen, but to show that for similar material properties and boundary conditions, the 
convective phenomenon is induced and does impact thermal profiles.

Figure 6 presents the convective air movement in the column at the end of 10 days. There are two distinct 
circular cells in this half column section, so in reality, there would be four cells operating in this column. 
Figure 7 shows a sequence of images over time as the convective cells develop.  The first cell starts in the 
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center of the column, as this point it is farthest away from edges and is a point of only vertical flow. As 
the cell grows, a second cell develops near the outside edge of the column. This second cell grows in 
magnitude because there is more volume at the outer radius and therefore more heat flow. The cells 
continue to grow until a steady state condition is reached. A movie of the process can be viewed by 
clicking on convective air flow in heated column.avi. This link is active as long as the movie file and this 
.pdf file remain in the same folder.
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Figure 6 - Convective air movement cells after 10 days cooling

Figure 7 - Evolution of cells and transition to steady flow

file:///C:/Data/tfs/GeoStudio/TestData/Temp%20Docs/convective%20air%20flow%20in%20heated%20column.avi
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Figure 8 presents the steady state thermal profile in the cylinder. It is clear that the convective air cells are 
redistributing the heat in a non-uniform manner.

Figure 8 - Steady flow thermal profile in column

6 Summary and Conclusions

TEMP/W can be used to model the development of convective heat cells that result from spatial 
variability air density caused by heating and cooling. 


